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Impressions of Cogwheel
Hardly a month has passed in the last few years, it seems,
without some report appearing making wide-ranging recom-
mendations for some section or other of the health or social
services. Though many doctors know of these reports only
by their names, some of their proposals have already been
introduced and many more of them will soon be affecting
doctors' working lives-particularly after the proposed re-
forms for the N.H.S. are introduced in 1974.
How are the changes already introduced working in prac-

tice? To answer this and other questions, a Special Corre-
spondent of the B.M.Y. has recendy been visiting a variety
of doctors and paramedical workers, and his first report
(printed at p. 36) deals with the background and the effect
of implementing the Cogwheel report' in a district general
hospital. Though entitled "Impressions of Cogwheel," the
series will also deal with the effects of the Salmon report,2
the King's Fund report on hospital management,3 the See-
bohm report,4 and the Hunter report on medical admini-
strators.5 We hope that it will prove a useful guide to a
difficult terrain.
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Doctors at Law
As always the annual reportsl-3 of the defence societies make
instructive reading. Operations on the wrong patient or the
wrong part of the right patient still continue to occur, and
cannot be be defended, while the casualty department is
another perennial source of litigation. A comment in a B.M.Y.
article4 that the need for chaperons has passed is challenged
in the Medical Defence Union report, which quotes three

cases of allegations of indecency made against practitioners
who examined women patients without a chaperon being
present. All were successfully disproved, though one case
went to trial.
Our patients may sometimes complain bitterly about their

doctors and the N.H.S. but they seem less likely to go to law
about their discontents and disasters than those in other
countries. The latest rise in subscriptions to the defence
societies, though steep, still leaves the cost of malpractice
insurance in Britain well behind that in many parts of the
world. Indeed in North America, where many insurance com-
panies reassess the doctor's premiums if he is involved in a
negligence suit, one claim by a patient may make subsequent
insurance prohibitively expensive.

For the first time in recent years the rises in subscriptions
to the three societies have not been kept in line, and the
Medical and Dental Defence Union of Scotland will charge
only 72% of the English rate from 1973. Transfers of
doctors across the border will not be allowed, however, and
new entrants to the Scottish Union will be restricted to
Scottish graduates and to overseas doctors whose first job
in the United Kingdom is in Scotland. The combination of
Scottish doctors and patients is clearly a good insurance
risk-but it is not said whether this is due to the doctors'
innate caution or to the reluctance of their penny-wise
patients to put money into the hands of the lawyers.
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Inverness Meeting
Last week at Inverness the B.M.A. held its first Annual
Postgraduate Meeting, and the sentiments expressed by
Sir Derrick Dunlop in his opening speech pervaded the
whole two-day gathering: that in these days of specialization
it is important to create an environment in which doctors
can gather together locally to catch up on what is happening
in fields other than their own. That such an occasion is both
necessary and welcome was obvious from the high attendance
at all the sessions.

This first meeting was an outstanding success and the
local organizing committee, under the chairmanship of Dr.
G. B. Farquharson, is to be warmly congratulated for
arranging such a well-balanced programme. The accommoda-
tion and facilities for the lectures, seminars, and tutorials at
Craig Phadrig Hospital were ideal and the catering in the
nearby Craig Dunain Hospital, together with the warmth of
the Highland welcome, will be remembered for a long time.
The Inverness meeting has set a high standard for future
postgraduate meetings.
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